PELLET TRAP

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

4 WALL PLATES (A. B. C. D.)
BASE MOUNT (MOUNTING HARDWARE NOT INCLUDED)
3 VARIOUS SETS OF 15 PAPER TARGETS

TRAP IS A SELF LOCKING. NO HARDWARE REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY.

FIG. 1
1. Place Plate A with insert slot tabs facing UP

FIG. 2
2. Gather Plates A. and B. (Fig. 2)

FIG. 3
3. Insert Tabs from Plate B into the inside of Plate A as shown. (Fig. 3)

FIG. 4
4. Once tabs from Plate B are inserted into tab slots in plate A fold Plate B up as shown.

FIG. 5
5. Now that Plate B is seated, walk through steps 2-4 and assemble Plate C the same.

SIG SAUER
when it counts
6. Three of the Four walls are now assembled. Wall D will finalize locking assembly system

7. Plate D will slide down through mating slots of Plate B and C (Fig. 8)

8. All four walls are locked into one another, it is time to assemble trap walls to base mount

10. Trap walls will slide down into base mount with Plate D facing down Entering slots on base mount first. Fig. 11

11. Slide paper target downward through allotted slots (Fig. 12)

14. Fig. 13 shows completion of assembly of Pellet Trap with Paper Target inserts

---

**WARNING:**
- Do not use with target closer than 25 yards to the shooter because pellets could fragment and hit the shooter.
- This pellet target is designed for use with lead airgun pellets only. Do not use BB’s, BB’s will rebound and ricochet and can cause permanent injury, particularly to the eye.
- Be sure the area around the target is clear and safe in case the shooter should miss the target.
- Be sure to inspect any backstop for wear and possible failure before and after each use. Do not use any backstop that displays signs of failure or if projecting ricochets or rebounds.
- Always wear protective shooting glasses.